An inclusive measurement of the average multiplicity o f b b pairs from gluons, g b b , in hadronic Z 0 events collected by the DELPHI experiment at LEP, i s presented. A counting technique, based on jet b-tagging in 4-jet events, has been used. Looking for secondary bottom production in events with production of any primary avour, by requiring two b-tagged jets in well dened topological congurations, gave g b b = ( 0 : 21 0:11(stat) 0:09(syst))%:
Introduction
The main contribution to the \gluon splitting" mechanism responsible for the secondary production of bottom quarks in e + e annihilation, g ! b b, i s s k etched in Fig. 1 .
At l o w est order, it consists of gluon radiation from a quark leg, followed by the gluon splitting into a b b pair. Interference with diagrams where a primary b b pair emits a gluon which splits into auark pair is, to rst order, non-zero only whenb b (four-b events), and is small enough to be neglected [1] . Figure 1 : Lowest order contribution to the secondary production of bottom quark pairs (the symmetric graph with gluon radiation from the q line is implied).
The probability for secondary production of a bottom quark pair from a gluon per hadronic Z 0 decay,
is expected to be very small, since the gluon must have sucient energy to produce the bottom quark pair. The probability is an infrared nite quantity, because the quark mass provides a natural cuto, so it can be safely computed in the framework of perturbative QCD [1{3]. However, large logarithmic terms, arising from the dierence of the jet energy scale compared with the quark mass, can spoil the convergence of the perturbative expansion.
Knowledge of the probability of secondary production of b b pairs, g b b , is extremely important for the precision measurement of some electroweak quantities: for example, the uncertainty coming from g b b is at present the biggest source of systematic error in the measurement o f R b = b b = had [4] .
Recent theoretical calculations [1] , performed at leading order in S with resummation of large leading and next-to-leading terms to all orders, predict the multiplicity of gluons splitting to b b pairs to be g th b b = 0 : 177%, and that to c c pairs g th c c = 1 : 349%. The JETSET Parton Shower (JETSET PS) Monte Carlo model [5] , which provides a description of parton cascades accurate to leading logarithmic order and in agreement with the rst order results for hard gluon production, predicts g b b P S = 0 : 16% and g c c P S = 1 : 7%. OPAL [6, 7] have recently measured g c c to be (2:27 0:28 0:41)% [6] and observed the production of mesons in Z 0 decay [8] , which could also receive a contribution from the g ! b b mechanism.
In this analysis, about 1.410 6 hadronic Z 0 events collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP in 1994 have been used to measure the magnitude of the g ! b b eect. A b-tagging algorithm, based on lifetime information coming mainly from the vertex detector 2 [9] , was applied to jets in events showing a 4-jet topology. The presence of two identied b-jets in well dened topological congurations was required, in order to isolate Z 0 !g decays with subsequent g ! b b splitting. A second method was then developed, intended as a systematic check of the rst one, in which the presence of at least 3 b-tagged jets was required, thus looking for g ! b b events with primary b b avour production and four b quarks in the nal state. 2 The DELPHI detector and the hadronic event sample
The DELPHI detector and its performance have been described in detail elsewhere [10, 11] . Only the details most relevant to this analysis are mentioned here.
In the barrel region, the charged particle tracks are measured by a set of cylindrical tracking detectors whose axes are parallel to the 1.2 T solenoidal magnetic eld and to the beam direction. The time projection chamber (TPC) is a cylinder with a length of 3 m, an inner radius of 30 cm and an outer radius of 122 cm. Between polar angles = 3 9 and = 141 with respect to the beam direction, tracks are reconstructed using up to 16 space points. Additional precise R measurements, in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic eld, are provided at larger and smaller radii by the Outer and Inner detectors respectively. The Outer Detector (OD) has ve l a y ers of drift cells at radii between 198 and 206 cm and covers polar angles from 42 to 138 . The Inner Detector (ID) is a cylindrical drift chamber having an inner radius of 12 cm and outer radius of 28 cm. When the data used in this analysis were taken, it covered polar angles between 29 to 151 and contained a jet chamber section providing 24 R coordinates surrounded by ve l a y ers of proportional chambers providing both R and longitudinal z coordinates.
The vertex detector (VD) is located between the LEP beam pipe and the ID. It consists of three concentric layers of silicon microstrip detectors placed at radii of 6.3, 9 and 11 cm from the interaction region. For all layers, the microstrip detectors provide hits in the R-plane with a measured resolution including alignment errors of about 8 m. For the data taken in 1994, z information was also available from the inner and the outer layer, due to an upgrade of the VD.
Only the data collected during 1994 were used for this analysis because the upgrade of the VD allowed the extension of the b-tagging algorithm to 3 dimensions, with a signicant improvement in eciency and purity with respect to the 2-dimensional case.
Hadronic decays of the Z 0 were selected by requiring the presence of 7 or more charged particle tracks satisfying the following requirements: measured momentum, p, greater than 0.2 GeV/c; polar angle in the range 20 < < 160 ; p=p < 1 where p is the error on p; track length greater than 30 cm; impact parameter transverse to the beam < 4 cm; impact parameter along the beam < 10 cm.
Neutral particles, detected in the calorimeters surrounding the tracking chambers, were accepted if they had a reconstructed total energy greater than 0.5 GeV. These requirements selected 1.410 6 hadronic events.
The JETSET PS 7.4 Monte Carlo model [5] was used to generate simulated events. The Lund symmetric fragmentation function [5] was used to describe the hadronisation 3 of the u,d,s quarks, while the fragmentation of heavy quarks, c and b, w as parametrised by a P eterson function [12] .
The response of the DELPHI detector to the generated events was simulated in full detail using the program DELSIM [11] . A sample of 4:510 6 simulated hadronic Z 0 !decays was used. An additional sample of 8 10 5 Z 0 ! b b events was used for the study of the background.
A further sample of 2:7 10 6 Z 0 !events and two dedicated samples of 1:6 10 6 Z 0 ! b b events and of 1:7 10 5 g ! b b events were produced with the JETSET Matrix Element (ME) generator [5] and were used to check the model dependence of the result.
Analysis method
The major steps of the analysis were:
the selection of 4-jet events from the previously mentioned hadronic sample; making a b-tagging requirement o n t w o jets selected in a particular conguration, to select candidates originating from a g ! b b process; applying additional topological selections to improve the signal/background ratio; carrying out background subtraction and extracting the g ! b b signal.
Reconstructed charged and neutral particles were grouped into jets. Alternative jetnding algorithms were investigated, such as LUCLUS [13] and JADE [14] , but the DURHAM algorithm [15] was preferred as it gave the best agreement b e t w een data and simulation in the distribution of the number of jets. The value of the parameter y cut was chosen by minimizing the nal error (statistical plus systematic) on g b b . This involved a compromise between maximising the g ! b b purity of the 4-jet event sample, which increases with y cut , and maintaining the number of g ! b b 4-jet events selected, which falls with y cut : the optimum was found to be y cut = 0 : 017.
Distributions of the number of jets in the event for data, for genericsimulated events, and for simulated events containing g ! b b gluon splitting are shown in The selected 4-jet data sample contained 3.210 4 events.
It was not possible to perform the g b b measurement using the 3-jet sample due to its very low g ! b b purity: with the value of y cut used, the g ! b b content in 3-jet events was only 0.38%. Jets containing only one particle, or jets composed of neutral particles only, w ere rejected. Then the lifetime-signed impact parameters of charged particles with respect to the primary vertex in the event w ere used to tag b-jets, following a method originally developed by the ALEPH Collaboration [16] and adapted to the DELPHI data [9, 11] . The impact parameters were considered in units of their errors, and a quantity P j was dened for each reconstructed jet in the event as the probability for the hypothesis that jet j contained only charged tracks coming from the event primary vertex. After appropriate tuning of the errors [17] , the distribution of the probability P j was essentially at for light quark jets. Because of the signicant lifetimes and decay m ultiplicities of charm and b 4 hadrons, it was then peaked at low v alues for charm quark jets, and strongly peaked at low v alues for b quark jets, so b-tagging was implemented b y selecting low v alues of P j . Dierent selections on P j were used, depending on the analysis (see Sect. 4 and Sect. 5).
Figure 2:
Comparison between data and simulation for the distribution of the number of jets in the event. The solid line represents the data, the dashed line represents the simulation, and the dotted line represents the shape of the distribution for g ! b b splitting events in the simulation, where g ! b b splitting events make up 0.16% of the total.
Selection of g ! b b events and results
The two jets forming the smallest angle in the event and satisfying the multiplicity requirements (see Sect. 3) in the 4-jet event sample were considered as candidates for originating from the gluon splitting process g ! b b. The eciency of this choice for selecting both of the two jets originating from a g ! b b process was estimated from the simulation to be (54:4 1:3)%, while the corresponding probability of selecting only one of them was (29:2 1:1)%. Other selections were studied, such a s c hoosing the two least energetic jets, or the two jets forming the smallest invariant mass, but they resulted in lower eciencies. 5 The selected jets were labelled as jet 1 and jet 2, where jet 1 was more energetic than jet 2. The other two jets in the event w ere labelled as jets 3 and 4, where jet 3 was more energetic than jet 4.
The partons giving rise to jets 1 and 2 in simulated 4-jet events which do not contain the process g ! b b (i.e. background events) are mainly gluons and light quarks: on average, 48% are gluons, 33% are light quarks, 9.5% are b-quarks, and 9.5% are charm quarks.
The eect of b-tagging on jets 1 and 2 was therefore studied. The ratio of the distributions of P 1 and P 2 probabilities between data and simulation in 4-jet events is shown in Fig. 3 ; good agreement can be observed. It was required that P j be less than 0.003 for both jets separately. This selection was chosen to minimise the nal total error on g b b .
Jet tagging eciencies and background evaluation were taken from simulation. They were checked by comparing the fraction of 4-jet events, in data and simulation, having at least one tagged jet or at least two tagged jets. The comparison of the single b-tagged jet fractions is shown in Table 1 , which shows good agreement within statistical uncertainties.
Because of energy ordering, the single jet purities are dierent for jets 1 and 2: Table 1 : Ratio of fractions of events with at least one b-tagged jet in data and simulation 4-jet events.
The fractions of events with two b-tagged jets were then compared between data and simulation. In the case of jets 1 and 2, i.e. the jets used in the g b b measurement, this comparison gave Figure 3 : Ratio of the data and simulation P 1 and P 2 probability distributions for the two selected jets in 4-jet events. The probabilities P 1 and P 2 , used for b-tagging, are described in the text. 7 with 3.5% of the selected simulated events containing the process g ! b b. The mean jet b purity a v eraged over jets 3 and 4 in the simulation is (93 1)%. The result in Eq. (4) is thus essentially a data-simulation comparison of the product < b 3 > < b 4 > (1 + c bb 34 ) (5) and was used to quote a systematic error from the b-tagging eciency evaluation (see Sect. 5).
Applying the b-tag to jets 1 and 2 selected 90 events in the data, while the normalised number in the simulation was 16% lower (see Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)). Of the simulated sample, (74:1 2:9)% was background, (18:3 2:5)% contained g ! b b splitting, and (7:6 1:7)% contained g ! c c splitting.
Events with primary b b production constituted (97:0 1:3)% of the (74:1 2:9)% that were background, while (2:4 1:2)% were events with primary c c production and the remaining (0:6 0:6)% were light quark events. Most of the background came from Z 0 ! b bgg events, in which at least one b jet triggered the b-tag. Jets 1 and 2, in such events, both arose from primary b quarks in 50% of the cases, and from a primary b quark and a gluon (wrongly tagged as a b) in 45% of the cases.
In the (18:32:5)% that were signal, (428)% were events with primary b b production, (8 5)% were with primary c c production, and (508)% were with primary light a v our production. The Z 0 ! b b component is enhanced with respect to the other avours since these events are four-b events, so jets 1 and 2 are always b-jets, no matter how ecient the selection is.
Three further selections were then used to reduce the background.
Firstly, e v ents in which jets 1 and 2 were the two most energetic ones were rejected.
This requirement rejected (3 2)% of the signal and (17 2)% of the background, in the simulated tagged sample. Secondly, the rapidity T1 of jet 1 with respect to the thrust direction of the event w as used to distinguish between primary and secondary b production. Jet 1, being the more energetic of the two selected and tagged jets and thus having probably lost less energy in radiative processes, has a higher probability of being close to the thrust direction if it is a primary b jet from Z 0 ! b b decay than if it is a secondary b jet from g ! b b. The rapidity T1 is thus expected to be higher in Z 0 ! b b background events than in g ! b b signal events. This eect is shown in Fig. 4a : the distributions were obtained for simulated untagged events in which jet 1 was known from the simulation to originate from a secondary b quark (g ! b b process) or from a primary b quark (background). Fig. 4b was then checked. A maximum likelihood t of the shapes of the simulated signal and background components to the data distribution showed a signal of (40 16)% of the data sample. This t result was not used in the g b b measurement y , but was considered as a consistency check.
Thirdly, the variable j cos 1234 j, where 1234 is the angle between the plane 12 formed by jets 1 and 2 and the plane 34 formed by jets 3 and 4, i.e. 1234 d 12 34 , w as used to suppress the b bgg background. This variable is similar to the Bengtsson-Zerwas angle [18] , but, in the original Bengtsson-Zerwas formulation, energy ordering of the four jets was applied to separate primary from secondary jets (i.e. the variable was the angle between the plane spanned by the two most energetic jets in the event and the plane spanned by the two least energetic jets in the event). The Bengtsson-Zerwas angle is known to distinguish betweennal states, as expected in signal g ! b b events (q qb b), andgg nal states, especially in the cases in which the gluons come from a triple gluon vertex g ! gg [18] . The radiated virtual gluon in the process Z 0 !g is polarized in the plane of the three-parton event, and this is reected in its subsequent splitting, by strongly favouring g !emission out of this plane compared to the g ! gg process, which i s favoured to happen in the event plane. Fig. 5a shows the distribution of j cos 1234 j for simulated signal and Z 0 ! b b background events for the untagged 4-jet sample, while The same tting procedures as in the T1 case were used in order to check the presence of signal in the data distribution, with compatible results.
The combined eect of these last three selections (referred to as \topological selections" in the following) was checked in data and simulation by comparing the fractions of events surviving the cuts in the untagged 4-jet sample (the tagged sample contained too high a fraction of signal events to provide a valid cross-check). A discrepancy f DATA f SIM = 1 : 09 0:01 (6) was measured. This ratio was then used to correct the background evaluation (see below).
After all the selections, 22 events were left in data, while the normalised number in simulation was 21% lower. In the simulation, the background consisted solely of events with primary b b production. Thus it could be estimated more precisely using the additional sample of 8 10 5 Z 0 ! b b events. Including this sample, the simulated events were found to be distributed as follows: (52:0 6:9)% were background events, (39:5 8:2)% were signal events containing g ! b b gluon splitting, and (8:5 3:8)% were events containing g ! c c gluon splitting. The eciency of the method in detecting simulated g ! b b events was computed to be g!b b = ( 0 : 31 0:06)% (7) where the error comes from the simulation statistics.
The simulated background events were scaled to the data taking into account a ) t h e 7.7% data-simulation discrepancy in the 4-jet rate, Eq. (2), and b) the discrepancy found in Eq. (6) . After this correction, the 22 data events were expected to contain 10:9 1:4 background events, where the error is statistical. This scaling correction was not applied to events containing gluon splitting, assuming that JETSET PS was able to reproduce correctly the distribution of the number of jets and the topological distributions for this kind of event.
Using the OPAL g c c measurement together with the probability o f a g ! c c event being selected, taken from the simulation, 2:00:9 g ! c c events were expected inside the data sample. The sample was thus estimated to contain 9:1 4:6 1:7 g ! b b events, where the rst error is the data statistical error and the second one comes from the simulation statistics and the g ! c c subtraction. Then, using Eq. (7) for the eciency evaluation of the g ! b b signal, the result g b b = ( 0 : 21 0:11)% (8) 9 was obtained, where the error comes from the data sample statistics. Figure 4 : Distributions of the rapidity T1 with respect to the thrust direction of the more energetic of the two jets that formed the smallest angle in the event: a simulated untagged sample, b data and simulated tagged samples normalized to the data. Events with T1 above 1.2 were rejected.
Estimation of systematic errors
The rst source of systematic uncertainty considered was the discrepancy in 4-jet rates between data and simulation, see Eq. (2) . It was considered that the assumption that the 4-jet rate for events containing g ! b b splitting was well reproduced by JETSET PS could be wrong by the full amount of the discrepancy found in the case of the background, that is 7.7%. This gave a systematic contribution of 0:02% to the g b b measurement. Figure 5 : Distributions of j cos 1234 j in 4-jet events, where 1234 is the angle formed by the two planes 12 and 34 spanned by jets 12 and 34: a simulated untagged sample, b data and simulated tagged samples normalized to the data. Events with j cos 1234 j above 0.8 were rejected. 11 The systematic uncertainty due to the particular choice of y cut in the clusterization algorithm (see Sect. 3) was studied. The measurement w as entirely repeated using a y cut value of 0.008, which increased the statistical size of the selected sample, but decreased its g ! b b purity. Using the same selections as in the described measurement, the result g b b 0:008 = ( 0 : 20 0:08(stat) 0:13(syst))% was obtained. The statistical overlap with the y cut = 0 : 017 sample was about 50% of the latter. A contribution of 0:01% was thus assigned to g b b .
Another source of systematic uncertainty considered was the b-tagging eciency. This aects both the signal extraction and the background estimate, the latter being totally composed of events with primary b b production. In order to evaluate the impact of this eect on the nal measurement, Eq. (4), which compares b-tag performances on jets 3 and 4 (see Eq. (5)), was assumed to be also representative of the b-tag performances on jets 1 and 2. As the central value of the ratio in Eq. (4) is compatible with one, its error was used to evaluate the uncertainty with which the fraction of events having both jets 1 and 2 tagged as b jets was known z . This procedure also takes into account the jet-jet b-tag eciency correlations (see Eq. (5)) which, according to the simulation, are of the same order for jets 1 and 2 and for jets 3 and 4 (see c bb 12 and c bb 34 in Sect. 4). This gave a systematic contribution of 0:04% to the g b b measurement.
Systematic uncertainties coming from the eect of cutting on distributions like the jet rapidity T1 and the angle between jet planes 1234 , and from the rejection of events in which jets 1 and 2 were the most energetic ones, were then taken into account. It was assumed that the uncertainty on the background evaluation coming from the discrepancy in Eq. (6) could be of the same order as the discrepancy itself. Furthermore, as the correction in Eq. (6) was not applied to the g ! b b signal, it was assumed that the signal evaluation could also be aected by the same uncertainty. This gave a systematic contribution of 0:04% to the g b b measurement.
Uncertainties coming from the models used in the simulation were also estimated. The measurement assumes that the JETSET PS model correctly describes the features of the events containing g ! b b and the background events. This was checked using the sample of 2:710 6 Z 0 !events and the special samples of 1:710 5 g ! b b events and 1:610 6 Z 0 ! b b events, generated with the JETSET Matrix Element [5] simulation program and analysed by the full DELPHI o-line reconstruction chain. The Matrix Element model is expected to give a quite dierent description of the g ! b b mechanism, as it implements the analytical 4-parton nal state cross section calculation (second order QCD). Thus it is well suited to estimating a possible bias in the measurement. The measurement w as therefore repeated using the Matrix Element sample (which reproduces the experimental 4-jet rate to better than 1%) as reference. The result was g b b ME = (0:19 0:04)%, where the error comes from the ME simulation statistics. The larger of a) the dierence between the measurements using the JETSET PS and JETSET ME models, and b) its statistical error, was assigned as the systematic uncertainty, i.e. 0:04%.
In order to check the validity of this assumption in more detail, the uncertainty coming from the dierence between the various simulation models in predicting the gluon energy spectrum was estimated separately (this contribution is included in the uncertainty estimated above from the g b b ME result). Fig. 6a shows the energy distributions of the gluon before splitting to b b for the two models considered. The dierential eciency of the method as a function of the gluon energy in the JETSET ME simulation after all selections, computed using the large g ! b b dedicated sample, is shown in Fig. 6b . This z Eq. (3) cannot be used for this purpose because that ratio contains the unknown fraction of gluon splitting events, whose measurement is the goal of the analysis. eciency distribution was applied to the JETSET PS gluon spectrum and an integral eciency was computed, which diered by 2.5% from the quantity in Eq. (7) . Such a dierence corresponds to a variation of less than 0:01% on g b b , which is compatible with the 0:04% uncertainty e v aluated above.
The dierential eciency of the method is near zero in the rst bin of the distribution shown in Fig. 6b , near the kinematical threshold for g ! b b. A further systematic contribution was therefore computed as the dierence, normalized to the area of the distributions, of the rst bin populations of the JETSET PS and JETSET ME gluon energy spectra. This gave a contribution of 0:01% to g b b .
The eect of a b quark mass dierent from the one used in the simulation was evaluated by making use, at the generator level, of the Accomando-Ballestrero-Maina WPHACT program [19] , which is based on a matrix element calculation that includes quark masses in a general way. E v ents including the g ! b b process were generated for b quark masses ranging from 4.7 to 5.3 GeV/c 2 and gluon spectra were obtained. The dierential eciency in Fig. 6 was then applied to these spectra, and the spread of the results was taken as a systematic uncertainty. This gave a contribution of 0:01% to g b b .
Another source of systematic error is related to the contribution of the g ! c c background. Varying the value of g c c according to the error quoted by O P AL [6, 7] gave a contribution of 0:01% to the g b b measurement.
Finally, the errors arising from the uncertainties in the detection eciencies and in the background subtractions due to the limited simulation statistics amounted to 0:06%. Table 2 : Summary of the systematic errors on the g b b measurement. Table 2 summarises the various contributions to the systematic error. The nal estimated systematic error was thus 0:09%, giving g b b = ( 0 : 21 0:11(stat) 0:09(syst))%:
(9) This result was checked by another method, designed to select a sample of candidate events with primary b b production radiating a hard gluon that split to b b. In this method, events with four b quarks in the nal state were searched for. This was achieved by asking for 4-jet events in which at least three of the jets were b-tagged. Looser b-tag selections were used, in order to counteract the statistical reduction of the sample: P j < 0:005 was required for each jet. Any jet showing a b-tag was allowed to participate in the counting 13 procedure, but the same topological selections on the variables T1 and 1234 , as in Sect. 4, were applied, with the same jet labelling.
The probability of secondary bottom production in events with primary bottom avour is expected to be the same as in primary light a v oured events, at least to the precision of the present measurement (see for example Table 1 in reference [1] ).
After all the described selections, 13 events in data were left, with no statistical overlap with the 22 events sample of the previous method.
Using the JETSET PS model as reference yielded g b b = ( 0 : 29 0:16)% (10) where the error is statistical only. This value is compatible within the errors with the more precise result in Eq. (9).
Conclusions
An inclusive measurement of the average multiplicity of gluons splitting into b b pairs in hadronic Z 0 decays collected by the DELPHI experiment at LEP has been presented. The experimental result is: g b b = ( 0 : 21 0:11(stat) 0:09(syst))%:
A c heck with a dierent method, looking for events with four b quarks in the nal state, gave a result compatible with this within its substantially larger errors.
This result is also compatible with theoretical expectations [1] and with the JETSET model prediction of 0.16%. 
